**ONE HEALTH**

*One health, many histories*

In another of *Veterinary Record*’s series of articles on One Health, Abigail Woods and Michael Bresalier discuss the complex history of veterinary-medical collaboration and highlight the social, political and institutional factors that have contributed towards shaping the One Health model.

**DOES One Health have a history?** If, as claimed by Paul Gibbs in an earlier article in this series (Gibbs 2014a), its adoption marks a paradigm shift in approaches to health, then how can something so novel have a past? Alternatively, for One Health sceptics who argue that advancing human health has always lain at the heart of veterinary endeavour, One Health history is simply veterinary history; there is nothing distinctive about it. However, if One Health is viewed as simply the latest in a series of integrated, collaborative approaches to health, then it certainly has a history.


*For One Health sceptics who argue that advancing human health has always lain at the heart of veterinary endeavour, One Health history is simply veterinary history: there is nothing distinctive about it’*


Long before the veterinary profession was founded, doctors studied comparative anatomy and conducted experiments and surgical procedures on live animals.

*‘Long before the veterinary profession was founded, doctors studied comparative anatomy and conducted experiments and surgical procedures on live animals’*

Three brief episodes have been selected to shed light on some of the connections that have emerged around human and animal health, and to account for the development of a self-conscious ‘One Medicine’ campaign to promote them.

**The early veterinary profession**

The creation of veterinary schools across Europe in the late 18th and early 19th centuries is often portrayed as a defining break with the past, in which a newly enlightened approach to animal healing superseded the ignorance and cruelty of earlier generations (Schwabe 1992, Wilkinson 1992). However, there is mounting evidence of continuity, particularly in the activities of medical doctors, whose interest in animal bodies and diseases pre-dated the veterinary profession, shaped its development, and persisted in spite of it.

Long before the veterinary profession was founded, doctors studied comparative anatomy and conducted experiments and surgical procedures on live animals (Chaplin 2009). Their advice was sought frequently during 18th century European epizootics of cattle plague (Wilkinson 1992). From...
around 1740, they contributed to a newly medicalised literature on equine healthcare, offered lectures on horse anatomy, and established infirmaries for horse treatment and the training of pupils (MacKay, M., personal communication).

The London Veterinary College, created in 1791, bore many similarities to these earlier infirmaries, and it was partly created, and largely run, by doctors already committed to the study of animals (MacKay, M., personal communication). Several prominent teachers in the London medical schools sat on the college’s organising committee. When the first college principal, Charles Vial de Saint Bel, died unexpectedly in 1793, they followed the example of surgeon, John Hunter, in opening their

‘Doctors did not just study and investigate animal diseases, they also participated in veterinary practice’

lectures freely to veterinary students (RVC 1793). This arrangement was replicated later in Edinburgh, and meant that, like their medical contemporaries, veterinary students could supplement their clinical training with a choice of other lectures (Anon 1840, Lawrence 1983). Medical lecturers also led the examination of veterinary students until the creation of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons in 1844, and continued to participate thereafter (Pugh 1962).

Saint Bel’s successor, who remained in post until 1839, was the surgeon Edward Coleman. He had studied under John Hunter, conducted animal experiments on drowning and investigated the comparative anatomy of the eye (Coleman 1791). His credentials as a ‘man of science’ were important in winning public support for the college and army commissions for its students (RVC 1795, Pugh 1962). A veterinary qualification proved attractive to surgeons; 130 had received their diplomas by 1830. Medical students could also attend short courses on diseases of the horse delivered by Coleman at Guys and St Thomas’s hospitals (South 1817, Anon 1830).

Medical interest, influence, and participation in veterinary education were equally evident in Edinburgh. In 1816, the town council moved to create a new university chair in comparative anatomy, veterinary physic and surgery, for comparative anatomist, John Barclay (MD). When the university resisted, Barclay worked to develop extramural courses in veterinary surgery, delivered by William Dick, a farrier, who had attended his comparative anatomy lectures. In 1823, Dick was appointed, at Barclay’s recommendation, to lecture on behalf of

the Highland and Agricultural Society (HAS). Students included medical men, farriers, smiths and agriculturalists. Following the general trend to establish private medical schools, Dick then created a private veterinary school in Clyde Street (Gardiner 2009, Macdonald and Warwick 2012).

From 1830, under the auspices of the new London University, yet William Youatt offered a course on the anatomy and diseases of domestic animals which was attended by doctors as well as vets. His lectures were published in full in The Lancet, which also reviewed veterinary texts, aired disputes on how to shoe horses, and participated in veterinary politics (Youatt 1831). As the medical superintendent to London zoo, Youatt conducted postmortem examinations on animals, which were attended by members of the London Zoological Society, many of them doctors (Youatt 1836-40).

Doctors did not just study and investigate animal diseases, they also participated in veterinary practice. Youatt complained that they interfered with the cases in his veterinary infirmary, and that many conducted veterinary practices on their own account (Anon 1835). There were also reports of vets providing clinical services to humans. Lancashire was supposedly notorious for its ‘bone-setters or veterinary surgeons’ (GM 1844), while in Scotland, surgeons were said to compete with vets for human patients (Anon 1830).

There were additional linkages in the study of animal diseases that appeared transmissible to people. Youatt’s 1830 book

‘Lancashire was supposedly notorious for its ‘bone-setters or veterinary surgeons’, while in Scotland, surgeons were said to compete with vets for human patients’

investigated by doctors, while William Dick examined a human case for comparison with his animal patients (Anon 1831, Dick 1832).

Space limitations preclude further examples and the examination of contexts beyond Britain. However, the above evidence begins to illustrate the sheer extent of the crossovers and interactions between medical and veterinary fields in the first few decades of the 19th century. It shows that the establishment of barriers between human and animal health did not follow immediately or inevitably upon the veterinary profession’s creation. In fact, the new veterinary sphere offered additional opportunities for the expression of pre-existing medical interests in animals and their diseases.

Zoonotic diseases

Zoonotic diseases, and the scientists who elucidated them, feature in all histories of One Health. Supposedly it was here that key connections between human and animal health were forged, and the two professions brought into closer alignment. Although, as noted above, some zoonotic diseases were recognised in the early decades of the 19th century, the adoption of germ theory, and experimental bacteriological practices that relied heavily on animals, led to the reconceptualisation and expansion of this category during the 1870s and 1880s. Previously unconnected diseases were shown to have the same causal agents in people and animals, leading to efforts to elucidate
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While these developments were significant, it is important to note that the connections that 19th century investigators drew between human and animal diseases were by no means confined to zoonoses. In focusing on them, existing histories overlook the richness and significance of wider disease links. Also, while zoonotic diseases did indeed become a shared concern of late 19th century doctors and vets, efforts to understand and manage them actually undermined existing collaborative relationships between the professions.

Scanning through the 19th century medical press, it becomes apparent that in Britain at least, doctors had many reasons for studying animal diseases in addition to zoonotic spread. Believing, for much of the century, that epidemics were caused by changes in the atmosphere, they studied them in both humans and animals in the hope of explaining these environmental factors. The desire to categorise diseases and to understand basic pathological processes, such as inflammation, led them to study animal diseases that seemed analogous to human diseases. Smallpox, cowpox, sheep pox and ‘grease’ in horses attracted considerable attention. Animals were also useful for disease experiments. In addition, they were studied in relation to people in order to work out how differences in body structure, function and habits affected the expression of disease (Richardson 1863, Budd 1863, Crisp 1871, Lindsay 1874, Klein 1876).

Although based on ideas of disease that have no present-day parallel, these investigations – which largely pre-dated the formation of modern research institutions – are important to the history of One Health because they marked a high point in veterinary-medical collaborations. In their search for general laws, doctors relied heavily on vets for insights into the health and disease of particular animal species. They especially valued clinical observations that derived from experiences of animal disease in veterinary practice. Vets were also important suppliers of diseased and dead animal bodies for medical investigations. These collaborations developed at grass roots level and were largely problem-driven. Unrestrained by institutional barriers and established ways of working, they pre-dated self-conscious efforts to promote integrated approaches to health (Anon 1846-1880).

The growing prominence of zoonotic diseases in the later 19th century disrupted this productive, informal division of labour. The problem was partly institutional. From the mid-19th century onwards, the British state assumed increasing responsibility for promoting the health of humans and animals. First doctors, then vets were employed for this purpose, but they were located in separate structures in local and central government. The veterinary role was to promote trade and agriculture by controlling contagious animal diseases. Public health doctors took charge of the sanitary aspects of animal keeping in order to preserve neighbours from ‘nuisance’ and consumers from dirty milk and rotten meat.

In the ensuing controversy, vets disputed the claims of public health doctors and the underpinning bacteriological evidence (Brown 1888). Doctors, in turn, queried vets’ clinical abilities, pointed out their commercial interest in protecting farming clients, and implied that they were incapable of conducting and understanding the results of scientific experiments (Anon 1886). As relations grew hostile, the public health establishment decided to construct its own expertise in ‘comparative pathology’ by initiating scientific investigations into animal diseases under the government’s Medical Department (Anon 1884). Vets countered by asserting their public health functions, starting their own journal of comparative pathology (established by John McFadyean in 1888) and appointing a medical bacteriologist, Edgar Crookshank, to investigate zoonotic diseases under the government’s Veterinary Department (Penberthy 1887, Agricultural Department of the Privy Council Office 1888, 1889).

These events set the tone of state veterinary-medical relationships for decades to come. They reveal that while on epistemological grounds collaborative approaches to zoonotic diseases made perfect sense, institutionally and professionally they proved impossible to achieve.

‘One Medicine’

Throughout the late 20th and early 21st centuries, the desire to build closer links between human and animal health was articulated through the rubric of ‘One Medicine’. Although the One Health agenda later broke new ground in its concern with the environmental and wildlife aspects of health, the influence of One Medicine – and of Calvin Schwabe, the American veterinary epidemiologist widely credited with coining the concept – are generally acknowledged (Gibbs 2014b, Kaplan and Scott 2011).

However, there seems to be little understanding of how and why One Medicine emerged as a self-conscious agenda. This is an important question. If the campaign for One Health was driven by the health challenges, institutional
priorities and professional politics of the 21st century (Gibbs 2014a), then what caused the emergence of One Medicine? Why was it necessary to promote collaborative working practices when they had taken place earlier as a matter of course? Calls to treat medicine as ‘one’ feature sporadically throughout history, but momentum began to build in the inter-war years, some decades before Schwabe published his much cited volume Veterinary Medicine and Human Health (1934). The drive for integration was inspired by a growing professional and epistemological separation of human and veterinary medicine, which arose partly from the politics of zoonosis control, as outlined above, and partly from the changing use of animals in scientific research.

Formerly, medical scientists had conducted their investigations using a diversity of animals to represent particular species. This narrowed during the early 20th century to a few selected species that were regarded as model humans (Logan 2002). Vets such as O. Charnock Bradley, Principal of the Royal (Dick) Veterinary College, and T. W. M. Cameron, professor of parasitology at McGill University, argued against this shift. They called, instead, for veterinary-medical collaboration in studying spontaneous disease processes among a wide range of animals, in order to generate fundamental insights common to all (Bradley 1927, Cameron 1938). One outcome of this thinking was the formation of a Comparative Medicine Section of the Royal Society of Medicine (Allbutt 1924).

During the early 1950s, meetings in the USA and Britain aimed to demonstrate the practical value of comparative experimental research, and to place it within medical, veterinary and graduate school curricula (Jones 1959). While this developed some footing in Britain, it won more substantial support in the USA, from the National Institutes of Health and the Rockefeller Foundation. The veterinary schools at the University of Pennsylvania and University of Minnesota emerged as leading centres. Characterised by close relationships with their medical schools and departments, they regularly promoted their programmes as examples of ‘One Medicine’ (Schmidt 1962, Cass 1973).

Meanwhile, a new international context emerged for the promotion of comparative medicine, zoonosis control and veterinary-medical collaborations: the Veterinary Public Health (VPH) unit of the World Health Organization (WHO). This unit propelled the development of the One Medicine concept and the careers of those who supported it. The reasons for its creation can be traced to the health problems, demographic politics and development agendas of the post-second world war era (Staples 2000). It was proposed by American veterinarian, James H. Steele, later a leading proponent of One Medicine. He had already, in the aftermath of the second world war, created a new Veterinary Service of the US Public Health Service, and a veterinary public health programme for the US Communicable Disease Center, focusing on the surveillance and control of zoonoses (Steele 1991, 2008). Under his influence, the unit was established in 1948 and American veterinary scientist Martin M. Kaplan was appointed director (Kaplan 1953, Steele 1991, Steele 2008).

Kaplan developed close relations with the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), other UN agencies, and the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), leading to collaborative programmes on zoonoses, meat hygiene and veterinary education. Framing animal health as a crucial problem for human health and development, the FAO and WHO positioned veterinarians trained and working in public health as vital to realising these goals. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, joint WHO/FAO/VPH programmes were key vehicles for improving animal health and production, thereby advancing the health and nutritional status of rapidly expanding populations in the developing world (WHO/FAO 1956).

Meanwhile, in the West, infectious diseases had given way to chronic disease as the prime cause of morbidity and mortality. A new WHO comparative medicine programme, created under the VPH unit in 1958, sought to tackle such problems by expanding the kinds of animals used in basic medical research on cancer and cardiovascular disease. Under W. I. B. Beveridge, director of the Institute of Animal Pathology at Cambridge, the programme expanded to include comparative virology, neuropathology and mycoplasmology (Anon 1961, Kaplan 1961, Cotchin 1962, Beveridge 1969). Although he did not employ the term One Medicine, Beveridge believed that progress in understanding health and disease in the past and the future depended on the combined expertise of the veterinary, medical and biological sciences (Beveridge 1972).

Calvin Schwabe was a product of these contexts, building a career that moved between comparative medicine and VPH, and between the WHO, FAO and academic institutions in the USA and overseas. His relationships with individuals and organisations that promoted integrated approaches to animal and human health and disease informed his vision of One Medicine. Articulated at length in Veterinary Medicine and Human Health, it drew together ideas and developments in comparative medicine, veterinary public health, epidemiology, nutrition and international health, into a single programmatic vision that is still widely cited today (Schwabe 1934, 2004).

Conclusion

Calvin Schwabe is not only known for articulating a One Medicine agenda; he also produced a highly influential (although poorly referenced) account of its history. By claiming that the most significant advances in health had been achieved by figures like Jenner, Virchow, Pasteur, Koch, Smith, Salmon and others who had traversed the boundaries between animal and human health, he sought to justify and win support for his One Medicine vision. Not surprisingly, this account has gained considerable purchase amongst the present-day promoters of One Health, and continues to inform their narratives of its past.

However, there is much more to be learned about One Health history. While the material presented here is necessarily brief and episodic, it begins to explain why, in certain times and places, the investigation, study and practice of human and animal health came together, and why, elsewhere, they moved apart. It thereby illustrates the need to push beyond the great figures and discoveries in history, to consider how social, epistemological, institutional and political factors have influenced the course of integrated, collaborative approaches to health.
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